WHY build protecteD bike lanes?
What are they?

Good for safety

Biking

Parking

Driving

Protected bike lanes put a
barrier between drivers and
bike riders.
The barrier can be parked
cars, plastic posts, or
planters.
They are popular in cities
with high amounts of bike
riders for everyday use.
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Good for Business
9th Ave in New York City saw a
increase in business
after protected bike
lanes were installed.1
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Nearby streets only saw
a 3% increase.

More bike traffic on
Kinzie St in Chicago
after a protected bike
lane was installed. 2

A Portland study found bike riders will

go out of their way

to a street with good bike infrastructure.
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That’s more business exposure.
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Pedestrians and bike riders in Toronto
4
spent the most money and visited stores
more often.

fewer injuries among bike
riders on streets with
protected bike lanes.5
Bike- and pedestrian-friendly
street design leads to less
collisions, even when there
are more people out! 6
Drivers don’t have to worry
about unexpected bike
maneuvers.
Pedestrians don’t have to
worry about bike riders on
the sidewalks.

Good for lawfulness
In Chicago, protected bike
lanes have resulted in a 161%
increase in the number of
bike riders obeying the
stoplight.7

Good for everyone

71%
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of Americans have expressed
interest in riding a bike more
often, but find it unsafe.8

Are you one of them?

Each bike on the road is one less
car in traffic, causes less pollution,
less wear on the road (and therefore
less taxpayer-funded maintenance),
and creates a healthier population.

like protected bike lanes?

Tell your local elected officials!

Maybe because it costs less
to walk or bike?
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